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Abstract 
This paper fust provides an introduction to die semi-automatic methodology for unconstrained structured 
handwritten scrips recognition in hospital bed head ticket recognition. Then hased on extensive studies of the 
practices and procedures in a hospital system, this paper presents a realistic attainable solution to digilalize 
handwritten scripts. . I structure definition language featured by XML can be used to generalize this approach 
to any sort of handwriting convention We also provide an implementation of handwriting recognition 
algorithms with customization to suit this extreme case of handwriting recognition. This implementation is 
followed by a generalized statistical rule engine. Each word is interpreted by this rule engine and proper set of 
rules can gel the overall system accuracy even for 100%. We introduced self learning capability to the entire 
system so that the system would converge with lime enabling higher hit ratio. The digitalized information 
produced by the recognition process can be used with any existing medical record systems to provide value 
added hospital automation features He also suggest future enhancements to the system that would increase 
the robustness and accuracy without adding any overhead to the system. 
